
This report looks at the following areas:

•• Operator measures to drive traffic across various dayparts
•• Consumer dining behaviors per daypart
•• Motivators and deterrents for dining out vs ordering takeout/delivery
•• How dining occasions have changed over the pandemic – and what to

expect next

Diners remain eager to get back to a sense of normalcy; 20% or more diners
report increased ordering from restaurants relative to even before the
pandemic, mostly holding to conventional mealtimes. Yet, elevated prices
across nearly all goods and services will eventually begin to chip away at some
dining out occasions and operations, as the “novelty” of routine gives way to
economic pressures.

Still, food away from home prices are slightly less elevated than packaged
food/drink at home, offering operators a slight, yet needed break to keep
momentum. Value is and will remain a key component of dining out decision
making. More than two thirds of diners are constantly searching for good
restaurant deals. Loyalty programs should get personal with their diners to
sustain traffic, with customized promotions that align with ordering history,
lapsed visitation nudges and even off-peak deals.

While meals (breakfast, lunch and dinner) predictably dominate resumed and
increased occasions, snacking may be the bigger opportunity. In difficult
financial and operational times a solution may be to focus on smaller,
affordable portions that meet impulsive and convenience-driven needs.

Broader brand communications should reinforce notions of enjoyment and the
necessity of taking the occasional break to replenish and recharge wellbeing
as money well spent with rewards earned. While food and drink are often at
the center of a dining experience, services that create convenience, efficiency
and value contribute to the full experience too.
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“Despite consumer desire for
elevated experiences after a
period of limitations, value will
continue to play a critical role
in dining out decisions, and
smaller, more affordable
options may be the
economizing compromise that
diners opt for, rather than
overt attrition.”
- Mimi Bonnett, Senior
Director – US Food, Drink and
Foodservice Reports
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Figure 21: Dining out occasion frequency – lunch, by work
location, 2022
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Figure 22: Restaurant factors, 2022

• Nuanced menus and incentives mean more to under 55s
Figure 23: Restaurant factors, by age, 2022
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Figure 24: Restaurant factors, by parental status, 2022
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• Target snack time with purpose
Figure 25: Dining behaviors, 2022

• Younger diners seek versatile options that blur the line
between meal and snack
Figure 26: Dining behaviors, by age, 2022

• Online menu visibility is crucial even for on-premise dining
Figure 27: Eating behaviors, 2022

• Younger diners are catalysts of dining out behavior shifts
Figure 28: Eating behaviors, by age, 2022

• Tackle new occasions with dual approaches…
Figure 30: Menu choices, any occasion, 2022
Figure 31: menu choices by occasion, 2022
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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